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Abstract—This paper investigates the uplink achievable rates
of massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna sys-
tems in Ricean fading channels, using maximal-ratio combining
(MRC) and zero-forcing (ZF) receivers, assuming perfect and
imperfect channel state information (CSI). In contrast to previous
relevant works, the fast fading MIMO channel matrix is assumed
to have an arbitrary-rank deterministic component as well as
a Rayleigh-distributed random component. We derive tractable
expressions for the achievable uplink rate in the large-antenna
limit, along with approximating results that hold for any finite
number of antennas. Based on these analytical results, we obtain
the scaling law that the users’ transmit power should satisfy,
while maintaining a desirable quality of service. In particular, it is
found that regardless of the Ricean K-factor, in the case of perfect
CSI, the approximations converge to the same constant value as
the exact results, as the number of base station antennas, M ,
grows large, while the transmit power of each user can be scaled
down proportionally to 1/M . If CSI is estimated with uncertainty,
the same result holds true but only when the Ricean K-factor is
non-zero. Otherwise, if the channel experiences Rayleigh fading,
we can only cut the transmit power of each user proportionally
to 1/
√
M . In addition, we show that with an increasing Ricean
K-factor, the uplink rates will converge to fixed values for both
MRC and ZF receivers.
Index Terms—Massive MIMO, Ricean fading channels, uplink
rates.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna technology
has emerged as an effective technique for significantly im-
proving the capacity of wireless communication systems [1,
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2]. Recently, multiuser MIMO (MU-MIMO) systems, where
a base station (BS) equipped with multiple antennas serves a
number of users in the same time-frequency resource, have
gained much attention because of their considerable spatial
multiplexing gains even without multiple antennas at the
users [3–6]. To reap all the benefits of MIMO at a greater
scale, the paradigm of massive MIMO, which considers the
use of hundreds of antenna elements to serve tens of users
simultaneously, has recently come at the forefront of wireless
communications research [7].
Great efforts have been made to understand the spectral
and energy efficiency gains of massive MIMO systems, e.g.,
[7–14]. In particular, [8] indicates that the high number of
degrees-of-freedom can average out the effects of fast fading.
It has further been revealed in [10] that, when the number
of antennas increases without bound, uncorrelated noise, fast
fading and intracell interference vanish. The only impairment
left is pilot-contamination. Another merit of massive MIMO
is that the transmit power can be greatly reduced. In [12],
the power-scaling law was investigated and it was shown
that, as the number of BS antennas grows without limit, the
uplink rate can be maintained while the transmit power can
be substantially cut down. For example, ideally, to maintain
the same quality-of-service as with a single-antenna BS, the
transmit power of a 100-antenna BS would be only almost 1%
of the power of the single-antenna one.
The increasing physical size of massive MIMO arrays is a
fundamental problem for practical deployment and utilization
and the millimeter-wave operating from 30 − 300 GHz finds
a way out, since the small wavelengths make possible for
many antenna elements to be packed with a finite volume.
On top of this, due to the highly directional and quasi-optical
nature of propagation at millimeter-waves, line-of-sight (LOS)
propagation is dominating [15–17]. Therefore, massive MIMO
systems operating in LOS conditions is expected to be a novel
paradigm. Unfortunately, many of the existing pioneering
works simply assume Rayleigh fading conditions [8, 10, 12].
While this assumption simplifies extensively all mathematical
manipulations, it falls short of capturing the fading variations
when there is a specular or LOS component between the
transmitter and receiver. As such, more general fading models
need to be considered.
In this paper, we extend the results in [12] to Ricean
fading channels with arbitrary-rank mean matrices. In [12],
the authors studied the potential of power savings in massive
MU-MIMO systems, assuming that the fast fading channel
matrix has zero-mean unit-variance entries. In our analysis,
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the fast fading channel matrix consists of an arbitrary-rank
deterministic component, and a Rayleigh-distributed random
component accounting for the scattered signals [18]. We
consider a single-cell MU-MIMO system in the uplink, where
both maximal-ratio combining (MRC) and zero-forcing (ZF)
receivers are assumed at the BS, with perfect and imperfect
channel state information (CSI). Some relevant works on
Ricean fading in massive MIMO systems are [19–22]. How-
ever, [19] considers the single-user scenario and in [20–22],
the numbers of antennas at the transmitters and the receiver go
to infinity with a constant ratio. Our main contributions include
new, tractable expressions for the achievable uplink rate in the
large-antenna limit, along with approximating results that hold
for any finite number of antennas. We also elaborate on the
power-scaling laws as follows:
• We reveal that under Ricean fading, with perfect CSI,
if the number of BS antennas, M , grows asymptotically
large, we can cut down the transmit power of each user
proportionally to 1/M to maintain a desirable rate. In
addition, as M → ∞, the sum rates of both MRC and
ZF receivers converge to the same constant value, indi-
cating that in the large-system limit, intracell interference
disappears.
• If CSI is estimated with uncertainty, then when M
gets asymptotically large, massive MIMO will still bring
considerate power savings for each user. In particular, if
the Ricean K-factor is non-zero, the transmit power for
each user can be scaled down by 1/M to obtain the same
rate, while the uplink rates will tend to a fixed value as a
function of Ricean K-factor. However, when the Ricean
K-factor is zero, the transmit power can be scaled down
only by 1/
√
M and the uplink rates will again approach
to a fixed value if M →∞.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the MU-MIMO system model in Ricean fading
channels, and provides the definition of the uplink rate with
perfect and imperfect CSI. Section III derives closed-form
approximations for the achievable uplink rates and also in-
vestigates the power-scaling laws. In Section IV, we provide
a set of numerical results, while Section V summarizes the
main results of this paper.
Notation—Throughout the paper, vectors are expressed in
lowercase boldface letters while matrices are denoted by
uppercase boldface letters. We use XH ,XT ,X∗ and X−1
to denote the conjugate-transpose, transpose, conjugate and
inverse of X, respectively. Moreover, IN denotes an N ×N
identity matrix, δni equals 1 when n = i and 0 otherwise,
and [X]ij or Xij gives the (i, j)th entry of X. Finally, E {·}
is the expectation operator, ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean norm and
Z ∼ CN (A,B) denotes that Z is a complex Gaussian matrix
with mean matrix A and covariance matrix B.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a MU-MIMO system with N single-antenna
users and an M -antenna BS, where users transmit their signals
to the BS in the same time-frequency channel. The system is
single-cell with no interference from neighboring cells. The
received vector y ∈ CM×1 at the BS can be written as [11]
y =
√
puGx+ n, (1)
where G denotes the M ×N MIMO channel matrix between
the BS and the N users, √pux denotes the N × 1 vector
containing the transmitted signals from all users, pu is the
average transmitted power of each user, and n represents the
vector of zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
To facilitate our analysis and without loss of generality, the
noise variance is assumed to be 1.
A. Channel Model
We denote the channel coefficient between the nth user and
the mth antenna of the BS as gmn = [G]mn, which embraces
independent fast fading, geometric attenuation and log-normal
shadow fading [10] and can be expressed as
gmn = hmn
√
βn, (2)
where hmn is the fast fading element from the nth user
to the mth antenna of the BS, while βn is the large-scale
fading coefficient to model both the geometric attenuation and
shadow fading, which is assumed to be constant across the
antenna array. Under this model, we can write
G = HD1/2, (3)
where H denotes the M × N channel matrix modeling fast
fading between the users and the BS, i.e., [H]mn = hmn and
D is the N × N diagonal matrix with [D]nn = βn. The fast
fading matrix consists of two parts, namely a deterministic
component corresponding to the LOS signal and a Rayleigh-
distributed random component which accounts for the scat-
tered signals. Moreover, the Ricean factor, represents the ratio
of the power of the deterministic component to the power of
the scattered components. Here, we assume that the Ricean K-
factor of each user is different and the nth user’s K-factor is
denoted by Kn. Then, the fast fading matrix H can be written
as [23]
H = H¯
[
Ω(Ω+ IN )
−1
]1/2
+Hw
[
(Ω+ IN )
−1
]1/2
, (4)
where Ω is a N × N diagonal matrix with [Ω]nn = Kn,
Hw denotes the random component, the entries of which
are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian
random variables with zero-mean, independent real and imag-
inary parts, each with variance 1/2, and H¯ denotes the
deterministic component, which was usually assumed to be
rank-1 in previous studies, e.g., [18, 19, 24, 25]. In this paper,
due to the assumption of multiple geographically distributed
users, this constraint is relaxed and we let H¯ have an arbitrary
rank as [26]1 [
H¯
]
mn
= e−j(m−1)
2pid
λ
sin(θn), (5)
where d is the antenna spacing, λ is the wavelength, and θi is
the arrival angle of the ith user. For convenience, we will set
d = λ/2 in the rest of this paper.2
1Note that with the change of θn, (5) can become arbitrary-rank.
2Since the physical size of the antenna array depends on the operating
frequency, it can be very small even with large M at high frequencies (e.g.
60GHz communications [27]).
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B. Achievable Uplink Rate
1) Perfect CSI: We first consider the case that the BS has
perfect CSI. Let A be the M × N linear receiver matrix
which depends on the channel matrix G. The BS processes
its received signal vector by multiplying it with the conjugate-
transpose of the linear receiver as [10]
r = AHy. (6)
Then, substituting (1) into (6) gives
r =
√
puA
HGx+AHn. (7)
The nth element of r can be written as
rn =
√
pua
H
nGx+ a
H
n n, (8)
where an is the nth column of A. By the law of matrix
multiplication, we further get
rn =
√
pua
H
n gnxn +
√
pu
N∑
i=1
i6=n
aHn gixi + a
H
n n, (9)
where xn denotes the nth element of x and gn is the nth
column of G. Assuming an ergodic channel, the achievable
uplink rate of the nth user is given by [12]3
RP,n = E

log2

1 + pu
∣∣aHn gn∣∣2
pu
∑N
i=1
i6=n
|aHn gi|2 + ‖an‖2



 .
(10)
Therefore, the uplink sum rate per cell, measured in bits/s/Hz,
can be defined as
CP =
N∑
n=1
RP,n. (11)
2) Imperfect CSI: In real situations, the channel matrixG is
estimated at the BS. For the considered Ricean fading channel
model, we assume that both the deterministic LOS component
and the Ricean K-factor matrix Ω are perfectly known at both
the transmitter and receiver,4 such that the estimate of G can
be expressed as
Gˆ = G¯
[
Ω(Ω+ IN )
−1
]1/2
+ Gˆw
[
(Ω+ IN )
−1
]1/2
, (12)
where G¯ denotes the deterministic component of G, i.e.,
G¯ , H¯D1/2 and Gˆw represents the estimate of the random
component Gw , HwD1/2. In this paper, we consider that
the channel is estimated using uplink pilots. Let an interval
of length τ symbols be used for uplink training, where τ
is smaller than the coherence time of the channel. In the
training stage, all users simultaneously transmit orthogonal
pilot sequences of τ symbols, which can be stacked into a
τ × N matrix √p
p
Φ (τ ≥ N), which satisfies FHF = IN ,
where F , Φ
[
(Ω+ IN )
−1
]1/2
and pp = τpu is the transmit
pilot power. As a result, the BS receives the M×τ noisy pilot
matrix as
Yp =
√
ppGΦ
T +N, (13)
3Hereafter, the subscript “P” will correspond to the case of perfect CSI,
while the subscript “IP” to the imperfect CSI case.
4Since the LOS channels are hardly changing, the BS may estimate the
LOS components during the previous transmission from the users to the BS.
While the estimation of the Ricean K factor in massive MIMO systems is
an interesting topic for additional research, we do not pursue it herein due to
space constraints.
where N represents the M×τ AWGN matrix with i.i.d. zero-
mean and unit-variance elements. With (4), we can remove the
LOS component, which is assumed to be already known from
(13), and the remaining terms of the received matrix are
Yp,w =
√
ppGw
[
(Ω+ IN )
−1
]1/2
ΦT +N, (14)
which can be further written as
Yp,w =
√
ppGwF
T +N. (15)
The minimum mean-square-error (MMSE) estimate of Gˆw
from Yp,w is [28]
Gˆw =
1√
pp
YpF
∗D˜, (16)
where D˜ ,
(
1
pp
D−1 + IN
)−1
. From (13), we can easily get
Gˆw =
(
Gw +
1√
pp
W
)
D˜, (17)
where W , NF∗. Noting that FHF = IN , the entries of
W are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with zero-mean and
unit-variance. Let Ξ , Gˆ−G denote the channel estimation
error and Aˆ be the linear receiver matrix which depends on
Gˆ. Then, after linear reception, we have
rˆ =
√
puAˆ
H
(
Gˆx−Ξx
)
+ Aˆ
H
n. (18)
As such, the estimated signal for the nth user is given by
rˆn =
√
puaˆ
H
n Gˆx−
√
puaˆ
H
n Ξx+ aˆ
H
n n, (19)
where aˆn is the nth column of Aˆ, and (19) can be easily
rewritten as
rˆn=
√
puaˆ
H
n gˆnxn+
√
pu
N∑
i=1
i6=n
aˆHn gˆixi−
√
pu
N∑
i=1
aˆHn ξixi+aˆ
H
n n,
(20)
where gˆi and ξi are the ith columns of Gˆ and Ξ, respectively.
Note that the last three terms in (20) correspond to intracell
interference, channel estimation error and noise, respectively.
According to the classical assumption of worst-case uncorre-
lated Gaussian noise [12], along with the fact that the variance
of elements of estimation error vector ξi is
E
{
| [Ξ]mi − E {[Ξ]mi} |2
}
=
βi
(1 + ppβi) (Ki + 1)
, (21)
the achievable uplink rate of the nth user can be given by (22)
(at the top of the next page).
Similar to the perfect CSI case, the uplink sum rate per cell
can be defined as
CIP =
T − τ
T
N∑
n=1
RIP,n, (23)
where T represents the coherence time of the channel, in terms
of the number of symbols, during which τ (τ ≤ T ) symbols
are used as pilots for channel estimation.
III. ANALYSIS OF ACHIEVABLE UPLINK RATE
In this section, we derive closed-form expressions for the
achievable uplink rates in the large-antenna limit along with
tractable approximations that hold for any finite number of
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RIP,n = E

log2

1 + pu
∣∣∣aˆHn gˆn∣∣∣2
pu
∑N
i=1
i6=n
∣∣∣aˆHn gˆi∣∣∣2 +∑Ni=1 ‖aˆn‖2 puβi(1+ppβi)(Ki+1)+‖aˆn‖2



 . (22)
antennas. Note that our results are tight and apply for systems
with arbitrary-rank Ricean fading channel mean matrices. We
also quantify the power-scaling laws in the cases of perfect
and imperfect CSI. A key preliminary result is given first.
Lemma 1: If X =∑t1i=1Xi and Y =∑t2j=1 Yj are both sums
of nonnegative random variables Xi and Yj , then we get the
following approximation
E
{
log2
(
1 +
X
Y
)}
≈ log2
(
1 +
E {X}
E {Y }
)
, (24)
Proof: See Appendix A.
Note that the approximation in (24) does not require the
random variables X and Y to be independent and becomes
more accurate as t1 and t2 increase. Thus, in massive MIMO
systems, due to the large number of BS antennas, this approx-
imation will be particularly accurate.
A. Perfect CSI
We begin by considering the case with perfect CSI and
establishing some key preliminary results which will be useful
in deriving our main results.
Lemma 2: By the law of large numbers, when M is asymp-
totically large, we have
1
M
HHH
a.s.−−→ IN , (25)
where –a.s. denotes almost sure convergence.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Lemma 3: The expectation for the inner product of two
same columns in H can be found as
E
{
‖hn‖2
}
= E
{
hHn hn
}
= M, (26)
and the expectation of the norm-square of the inner product
of any two columns in H is given by
E
{∣∣∣hHn hi∣∣∣2
}
=


2MKn+M
(Kn+1)
2
+M2, i = n, (27)
KnKiφ
2
ni+M (Kn+Ki)+M
(Kn+1)(Ki+1)
, i 6= n, (28)
where φni is defined as
φni ,
sin
(
Mpi
2 [sin (θn)− sin (θi)]
)
sin
(
pi
2 [sin (θn)− sin (θi)]
) . (29)
Proof: See Appendix C.
1) MRC Receivers: For MRC, the linear receiver matrix is
given by
A =G, (30)
which yields an = gn. From (10), the achievable rate of the
nth user is
RmrcP,n = E

log2

1 + pu‖gn‖4
pu
∑N
i=1
i6=n
|gHn gi|2 + ‖gn‖2



 . (31)
Next, we will investigate the power-scaling properties of the
uplink rate in (31); this is done by first presenting the exact
rate limit in the theorem below.
Theorem 1: Using MRC receivers with perfect CSI, if the
transmit power of each user is scaled down by a factor of
1/Mα, i.e., pu = Eu/Mα for α > 0 and a fixed Eu, we have
RmrcP,n −
.
RmrcP,n → 0, as M →∞, (32)
where
.
RmrcP,n , log2
(
1 + EuβnMα−1
)
.
Proof: Let pu = Eu/Mα, where α > 0. Substituting it
into (31), we obtain
RmrcP,n = E

log2

1 + EuMα ‖gn‖4
Eu
Mα
∑N
i=1
i6=n
|gHn gi|2 + ‖gn‖2



 . (33)
We can also get
RmrcP,n = E

log2

1 + EuMα 1M2 ‖gn‖4
Eu
Mα
1
M2
∑N
i=1
i6=n
|gHn gi|2 + 1M2 ‖gn‖2



 .
(34)
From Lemma 2, it is know that
1
Mα
1
M2
∣∣∣gHn gi∣∣∣2 = βnβi
Mα
∣∣∣∣ 1M hHn hi
∣∣∣∣
2
a.s.−−→ 0, as M →∞. (35)
Then, (34) becomes5
RmrcP,n−E
{
log2
(
1 +
Eu
Mα
‖gn‖2
)}
→ 0, as M →∞. (36)
Using
Eu
Mα
‖gn‖2 = Eu
Mα−1
∣∣∣∣ 1M gHn gn
∣∣∣∣ , (37)
and Lemma 2 again, it can be easily shown that6
Eu
Mα
‖gn‖2 − Euβn
Mα−1
a.s.−−→ 0, as M →∞. (38)
Applying (38) in (36) yields the desired result.
Note that we find a deterministic equivalent for RmrcP,n in
Theorem 1 and the value of
.
RmrcP,n varies depending on α. If
α > 1,
.
RmrcP,n will converge to zero, which means that the
transmit power of each user has been cut down too much.
In contrast, if α < 1,
.
RmrcP,n will grow without bound, which
means that the transmit power of each user can be reduced
more to maintain the same performance. These observations
illustrate that only α = 1 can make
.
RmrcP,n become a fixed
non-zero value. Hence, by setting α = 1 in (32), we have the
following corollary:
Corollary 1: With no degradation in the nth user’s rate,
using MRC receivers and perfect CSI, the transmit power
of each user can be cut down at most by 1/M . Then, the
achievable uplink rate becomes
RmrcP,n → log2 (1 + Euβn) , as M →∞. (39)
Corollary 1 shows that when M grows without bound, we
5Note that the convergence of logarithms is sure, not almost sure as was
shown in [11].
6Note that Euβn/Mα−1 is not a constant value and is actually the
deterministic equivalent of Eu‖gn‖2/Mα. Therefore, it is a notational abuse
to write Eu
Mα
‖gn‖2 a.s.−−−→ EuβnMα−1 .
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can scale down the transmit power proportionally to 1/M to
maintain the same rate, which aligns with the conclusion in
[12] for the case of Rayleigh fading. It also indicates that
the exact limit of the uplink rate with MRC processing and
perfect CSI is irrelevant to the underlying fading model, since
the Ricean K-factor does not appear in the limiting expression.
The following theorem presents a closed-form approxima-
tion for the achievable uplink rate with MRC receivers and
perfect CSI. This approximation hold for any finite number of
antennas; it can also reveal more effectively the impact of the
Ricean K-factor on the rate performance.
Theorem 2: Using MRC receivers with perfect CSI, the
achievable uplink rate of the nth user can be approximated
as
RmrcP,n ≈ R˜mrcP,n =
log2

1 + puβn
[
2MKn +M +M
2(Kn + 1)
2
]
pu(Kn + 1)
∑N
i=1
i6=n
βi∆1 +M(Kn + 1)
2

 , (40)
where ∆1 ∆=
[
KnKiφ
2
ni +M(Kn +Ki) +M
]
/(Ki + 1).
Proof: Applying Lemma 1 on (31) yields
RmrcP,n ≈ R˜mrcP,n =
log2

1 + puE
{‖gn‖4}
pu
∑N
i=1
i6=n
E
{|gHn gi|2}+ E{‖gn‖2}

 . (41)
The three expectations in (41) can be evaluated using the
results in Lemma 3. Now, with gn = βnhn, the substitution
of (26)–(28) into (41) leads to the final result.
When Kn = Ki = 0, (40) reduces to the special case of
Rayleigh fading channels:
R˜mrcRayleigh,P,n= log2

1 + puβn (M + 1)
pu
∑N
i=1
i6=n
βi + 1

 . (42)
It is known that
R˜mrcRayleigh,P,n> log2

1 + puβn (M − 1)
pu
∑N
i=1
i6=n
βi + 1

 , (43)
and the right hand side of (43) is the uplink rate lower bound
with perfect CSI in Rayleigh fading channels given by [12,
Proposition 2].
We use the expression in Theorem 2 to analyze how the
uplink rate changes with the Ricean K-factor. The following
corollary presents the uplink rate limit when the Ricean K-
factor grows without bound. To the best of our knowledge,
this result is also new.
Corollary 2: If for any n and i, Kn = Ki → ∞, the
approximation in (40) converges to
R˜mrcP,n → log2

1 + puβnM2
pu
∑N
i=1
i6=n
βiφ2ni +M

 . (44)
It is interesting to note from Corollary 2 that as K grows,
the uplink rate of MRC will also approach a constant value.
With the power-scaling law uncovered in Corollary 1, we now
investigate the impact of power reduction on the uplink rate
approximation.
Corollary 3: With pu = Eu/M , when M grows without
bound while the Ricean K-factor is fixed, the result in Theo-
rem 2 tends to
R˜mrcP,n → log2 (1 + Euβn) . (45)
Comparing Corollary 3 with Corollary 1, we find that when
M is large, the uplink rate approximation becomes the same
as the exact rate. This is because as M →∞, things that are
random become deterministic and (24) will hold with equality.
2) ZF Receivers: For ZF with M ≥ N + 1, the linear
receiver is given by AHG = IN so that [29]
aHn gi = δni. (46)
Substituting (46) into (10) yields [25]
RzfP,n = E
{
log2
(
1 +
pu[
(GHG)−1
]
nn
)}
. (47)
Similar to the case with MRC receivers, we first quantify
the power-scaling law as follows.
Theorem 3: Using ZF receivers with perfect CSI, if the
transmit power of each user is scaled down by a factor of
1/Mα, i.e., pu = Eu/Mα for α > 0 and a fixed Eu, we have
RzfP,n −
.
RzfP,n → 0, as M →∞, (48)
where
.
RzfP,n , log2
(
1 + EuβnMα−1
)
.
Proof: With pu = Eu/Mα, we can write (47) as
RzfP,n = E
{
log2
(
1 +
Euβn
Mα
[
(HHH)−1
]
nn
)}
, (49)
which leads to
RzfP,n = E

log2

1 + Euβn
Mα−1
[(
1
M
HHH
)
−1
]
nn



 . (50)
With the aid of Lemma 2, we can easily get the desired result.
It is interesting to note from Theorem 3 that with increasing
M , the deterministic equivalent for the uplink rate of ZF
receivers,
.
RzfP,n, is the same as that of MRC receivers,
.
RmrcP,n.
Hence, we can draw the conclusion that with no degradation
in the nth user’s rate, in the case of ZF receivers and perfect
CSI, the transmit power of each user can be cut down at most
by 1/M ; then, the achievable uplink rate becomes
RzfP,n → log2 (1 + Euβn) , as M →∞. (51)
The following theorem gives a closed-form approximation
for the uplink rate using ZF receivers with perfect CSI. Note
that the steps to derive this expression are more complicated
than in the case with MRC receivers, since we need to deal
with complex non-central Wishart matrices.
Theorem 4: Using ZF receivers with perfect CSI, the
achievable uplink rate of the nth user can be approximated
by
RzfP,n ≈ R˜zfP,n = log2

1 + puβn (M −N)[
Σˆ
−1
]
nn

 , (52)
where
Σˆ , (Ω+ IN )
−1 (53)
+
1
M
[
Ω(Ω+ IN )
−1
]1/2
H¯
H
H¯
[
Ω(Ω+ IN )
−1
]1/2
. (54)
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Proof: By the convexity of log2
(
1 + 1x
)
and Jensen’s
inequality, we obtain the following lower bound on the achiev-
able uplink rate in (47)
RzfP,n ≥ log2

1 + pu
E
{[
(GHG)
−1
]
nn
}

 . (55)
With G = HD1/2, we can rewrite (55) as
RzfP,n ≥ log2

1 + puβn
E
{[
(HHH)
−1
]
nn
}

 . (56)
Note that HHH follows a non-central Wishart distribu-
tion, denoted by HHH ∼ WN (M,P,Σ) [30], where Σ is
the covariance matrix of the row vectors of H, i.e., Σ ,
(Ω+ IN )
−1
and P is the mean matrix of H, i.e.,
P , H¯
[
Ω(Ω+ IN )
−1
]1/2
.
Now, we can approximate HHH by a central Wishart distri-
bution with covariance matrix as [31]7
Σˆ = (Ω+ IN )
−1 (57)
+
1
M
[
Ω(Ω+ IN )
−1
]1/2
H¯
H
H¯
[
Ω(Ω+ IN )
−1
]1/2
. (58)
Now, let rn = 1[(HHH)−1]
nn
. Under the above assumption,
this is a Chi-squared random variable with distribution [34]
f(rn) =
[
Σˆ
−1
]
nn
e
−rn
[
Σˆ
−1
]
nn
Γ (M −N + 1)
(
rn
[
Σˆ
−1
]
nn
)M−N
, (59)
where Γ (M) = (M − 1)! is the gamma function. By express-
ing the integral
∫∞
0
1
rn
f (rn) drn, we have8
E
{[(
HHH
)−1]
nn
}
=
[
Σˆ
−1
]
nn
M −N . (60)
From (60) and (56), (52) can be easily obtained.
The following corollary presents the exact limit of the
approximation in (52) for ZF receivers with perfect CSI as
the Ricean K-factor becomes large.
Corollary 4: If for any n and i, Kn = Ki → ∞, the
approximation in (52) converges to9
R˜zfP,n → log2

1 + puβn (M −N)[(
1
M
H¯
H
H¯
)
−1
]
nn

 . (61)
By the discussion after Theorem 3, we know that the
transmit power of each user with ZF receivers and perfect
CSI can be at most scaled down by 1/M . Applying this result
into the approximation (52) gives the following corollary.
Corollary 5: With pu = Eu/M , when M grows without
bound while K is fixed, the result in Theorem 4 tends to
R˜zfP,n → log2 (1 + Euβn) . (62)
7Note that this approximation has been often used in the context of MIMO
systems, e.g., [32, 33].
8The first negative moment of rn exists only if M > N [25].
9Note that Corollary 4 requires H¯ to be full-rank and this can be guaranteed
with great probability in practice, since randomly distributed users are very
likely to have different angles of arrival.
Proof: Substituting pu = Eu/M into (52), we obtain
R˜zfP,n = log2

1 + Euβn
(
1− NM
)[
Σˆ
−1
]
nn

 . (63)
The entries of H¯HH¯ are known as[
H¯
H
H¯
]
n,i
=
{
M, if i = n.
φnie
j (M−1)pi2 [sin(θn)−sin(θi)], if i 6= n.
(64)
When M grows large, we asymptotically have
φni
M
ej
(M−1)pi
2
[sin(θn)−sin(θi)] =
sin
(
Mpi
2
[sin (θn)− sin (θi)]
)
Msin
(
pi
2
[sin (θn)− sin (θi)]
)ej (M−1)pi2 [sin(θn)−sin(θi)] → 0.
(65)
Therefore, 1M H¯
H
H¯ becomes asymptotically an identity ma-
trix. Applying this result into (58) and then combining it with
(63), we obtain the desired result.
Corollary 5 shows that when M is large, similar to MRC,
the approximation for ZF also converges to the exact limit.
B. Imperfect CSI
In real scenarios, CSI is estimated at the receiver. A typical
channel estimation process using pilots is assumed in this
paper and has been described in Section II. Following a similar
approach as for the case with perfect CSI, we first give some
key preliminary results.
Lemma 4: By the law of large numbers, when M is asymp-
totically large, the inner product of any two columns in the
channel matrix Gˆ can be found as
1
M
gˆHn gˆi
a.s.−−→


βn
Kn + 1
(Kn + ηn) , if i = n, (66)
0, if i 6= n, (67)
where ηn denotes the nth column of D˜, i.e.,
ηn ,
ppβn
1 + ppβn
. (68)
Proof: See Appendix D.
Lemma 5: The expectation for the inner product of two
same columns in Gˆ can be found as
E
{
‖gˆn‖2
}
= E
{
gˆHn gˆn
}
= βn
(
MKn
Kn + 1
+
Mηn
Kn + 1
)
,
(69)
and the expectation for the norm-square of the inner product
of any two columns in Gˆ is expressed as (70) (at the top of
the next page).
Proof: See Appendix E.
1) MRC Receivers: For MRC, we have aˆn = gˆn. As a
result, from (22), the uplink rate of the nth user with MRC
receivers can be written as
RmrcIP,n =
E

log2

1+ pu‖gˆn‖
4
pu
∑N
i=1
i6=n
∣∣gˆHngˆi∣∣2+
[∑N
i=1
puβi
(1+ppβi)(Ki+1)
+1
]
‖gˆn‖2



 .
(71)
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E
{∣∣∣gˆHn gˆi∣∣∣2
}
=


β2n
(Kn + 1)
2
[
M2K2n+
(
2MKn + 2M
2Kn
)
ηn+
(
M2 +M
)
η2n
]
, if i = n
βnβi
(Kn + 1) (Ki + 1)
[
KnKiφ
2
ni+MKiηn +MKnηi +Mηnηi
]
, if i 6= n
(70)
Same as before, we will investigate the power-scaling law
but this time with imperfect CSI. We will first derive the exact
uplink rate and then an approximation for further analysis.
Theorem 5: Using MRC receivers with imperfect CSI from
MMSE estimation, if the transmit power of each user is scaled
down by a factor of 1/Mα, i.e., pu = Eu/Mα for α > 0 and
a fixed Eu, we have
RmrcIP,n −
.
RmrcIP,n → 0, as M →∞, (72)
where
.
RmrcIP,n , log2
(
1 +
[
EuβnKn
Mα−1(Kn+1)
+
τE2uβ
2
n
M2α−1(Kn+1)
])
.
Proof: Let pu = Eu/Mα, where α > 0. Substituting it
into (71) yields (73) (at the top of the next page). Let the
numerator and denominator of (73) be multiplied by 1/M2,
we obtain (74) (at the top of the next page). When M →∞,
using (67) in Lemma 4, it can be easily obtained that
Eu
Mα
1
M2
∣∣∣gˆHn gˆi∣∣∣2 = EuMα
∣∣∣∣ 1M gˆHn gˆi
∣∣∣∣
2
a.s.−−→ 0, (75)
and with
N∑
i=1
Eu
Mα βi(
1 + τ EuMα βi
)
(Ki + 1)
+ 1→ 1, as M →∞, (76)
we can further simplify (74) as
RmrcIP,n − E
{
log2
(
1 +
Eu
Mα
‖gˆn‖2
)}
→ 0, as M →∞.
(77)
The remaining task is to evaluate the limit of 1Mα ‖gˆn‖2. Using
(66) in Lemma 4, along with the fact that
Eu
Mα
‖gˆn‖2 =
Eu
Mα−1
∣∣∣∣ 1M gˆHn gˆn
∣∣∣∣ , (78)
and pp = τpu = τEu/Mα, we get
Eu
Mα
‖gˆn‖2−[
EuβnKn
Mα−1 (Kn + 1)
+
τE2uβ
2
n
M2α−1 (Kn + 1)
(
1 + τEuβn
Mα
)
]
a.s.−−→ 0.
(79)
Since α > 0, 1/Mα → 0 and we can further simplify (79) to
complete the proof.
It is important to note from Theorem 5 that the value of
the deterministic equivalent for RmrcIP,n is dependent on both
the Ricean K-factor and the scaling parameter α, which can
be more precisely described as follows. When Kn = 0, with
increasing M , only α = 0.5 can make
.
RmrcIP,n approach a non-
zero constant value. Otherwise, it will tend to zero with α >
0.5 and grow without bound with α < 0.5, which will change
the rate performance. For the case Kn 6= 0, we find that only
α = 1 can lead
.
RmrcIP,n to a fixed value, and when α > 1 and
α < 1, it will approximately become zero and ∞, respectively.
These observations can be summarized as the power-scaling
law in the following corollary.
Corollary 6: With no degradation in the nth user’s rate,
using MRC receivers with imperfect CSI and for a fixed Eu,
we obtain the following power-scaling law. When the nth
user’s Ricean K-factor is zero, we can at most scale down the
transmit power to pu = Eu/
√
M and the achievable uplink
rates becomes
RmrcIP,n → log2
(
1 + τE2uβ
2
n
)
, as M →∞. (80)
On the other hand, with a non-zero Ricean K-factor, the
transmit power can be at most scaled down to pu = Eu/M
and we have
RmrcIP,n → log2
(
1 +
KnEuβn
Kn + 1
)
, as M →∞. (81)
Corollary 6 reveals that with imperfect CSI, the amount of
power reduction achievable on the nth user depends on Kn.
For Rayleigh fading channels, i.e., Kn = 0, the transmit power
can be at most cut down by a factor of 1/
√
M , which agrees
with the result in [12, Proposition 5]; however, for channels
with LOS components, i.e., Kn 6= 0, the transmit power can be
cut down by 1/M . This is reasonable since LOS propagation
reduces fading fluctuations, thereby increasing the received
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio. As a consequence, with
no reduction in the rate performance, the transmit power for
non-zero Ricean K-factor can be cut down more aggressively.
The following theorem presents a closed-form approximation
for the uplink rate using MRC with imperfect CSI.
Theorem 6: Using MRC receivers with imperfect CSI from
MMSE estimation, the achievable uplink rate of the nth user
can be approximated by (82) (at the top of the next page),
where ∆2 ,
[
KnKiφ
2
ni +Mηn (Ki + 1) +MKn
]
/(Ki + 1).
Proof: Follow the same procedure as Theorem 2. After
utilizing Lemma 1 and (69)–(70), we can obtain the desired
result after some simplifications.
Note that when Kn = Ki = 0, R˜mrcIP,n reduces to the
special case of Rayleigh fading channel. After performing
some simplifications, we have
R˜mrcRayleigh,IP,n =
log2

1+ τp2uβ2n (M + 1)
pu (τpuβn + 1)
∑N
i=1
i6=n
βi + (τ + 1) puβn + 1

 . (83)
It is known that
R˜mrcRayleigh,IP,n >
log2

1+ τp2uβ2n (M − 1)
pu (τpuβn + 1)
∑N
i=1
i6=n
βi + (τ + 1) puβn + 1

 , (84)
and the right hand side of (84) is the uplink rate lower bound
with imperfect CSI in Rayleigh fading channels given by [12,
Proposition 6].
Now, we consider the particular case when the Ricean K-
factor grows infinite for the approximation in Theorem 6.
Corollary 7: If for any n and i, Kn = Ki → ∞, the
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RmrcIP,n = E

log2

1 +
Eu
Mα
‖gˆn‖4
Eu
Mα
∑N
i=1
i6=n
∣∣gˆHn gˆi∣∣2 +
[∑N
i=1
Eu
Mα
βi
(1+τ EuMα βi)(Ki+1)
+ 1
]
‖gˆn‖2



 . (73)
RmrcIP,n = E

log2

1 +
Eu
Mα
1
M2
‖gˆn‖4
Eu
Mα
1
M2
∑N
i=1
i6=n
∣∣gˆHn gˆi∣∣2 + 1M2
[∑N
i=1
Eu
Mα
βi
(1+τ EuMα βi)(Ki+1)
+ 1
]
‖gˆn‖2



 . (74)
RmrcIP,n ≈ R˜mrcIP,n = log2

1 + puβn
[
M2K2n +
(
2MKn + 2M
2Kn
)
ηn +
(
M +M2
)
η2n
]
pu (Kn + 1)
∑N
i=1
i6=n
βi∆2 +Mpuβn
Kn+ηn
1+βnpp
+M (Kn + 1) (Kn + ηn)

 . (82)
approximation in (82) converges to
R˜mrcIP,n → log2

1 + puβnM2
pu
∑N
i=1
i6=n
βiφ2ni +M

 . (85)
This conclusion indicates that when the Ricean K-factor
grows large, the approximation of the uplink rate using MRC
with imperfect CSI will approach a fixed value, which is
the same as the constant value in the case of perfect CSI
given by (44). That is, in a purely deterministic channel,
the approximation for MRC receivers will tend to the same
constant value regardless of the CSI quality at the BS.
With the power-scaling law already derived in Corollary
6, we now perform the same analysis but on the uplink rate
approximation in Theorem 6.
Corollary 8: If pu = Eu/
√
M for a fixed Eu, when M
grows without bound, the limit of (82) will exist only when
Kn = 0 and (82) becomes
R˜mrcIP,n → log2
(
1 + τE2uβ
2
n
)
, as M →∞. (86)
If pu = Eu/M for a fixed Eu, when M grows without bound,
(82) will converge to a non-zero constant value only when
Kn 6= 0 and (82) becomes
R˜mrcIP,n → log2
(
1 +
KnEuβn
Kn + 1
)
, as M →∞. (87)
Proof: With the fact that
1√
M
φ2ni → 0, as M →∞, (88)
the result then follows by performing some basic algebraic
manipulations.
Again, it is noted that when M →∞, the approximation of
the uplink rate becomes identical to the exact limit obtained
from Corollary 6.
2) ZF Receivers: For ZF receivers, we have aˆHn gˆi = δni.
According to (22), the achievable uplink rate of ZF receivers
with imperfect CSI is given by
RzfIP,n=
E

log2

1 + pu(∑N
i=1
puβi
(1+ppβi)(Ki+1)
+ 1
)[
Gˆ
H
Gˆ
]
−1
nn



 .
(89)
Similar to the case with MRC receivers, we next investigate
the power-scaling law for ZF receivers.
Theorem 7: Using ZF receivers with imperfect CSI from
MMSE estimation, if the transmit power of each user is scaled
down by a factor of 1/Mα, i.e., pu = Eu/Mα for α > 0 and
a fixed Eu, we have
RzfIP,n −
.
RzfIP,n → 0, as M →∞, (90)
where
.
RzfIP,n , log2
(
1 +
[
EuβnKn
Mα−1(Kn+1)
+
τE2uβ
2
n
M2α−1(Kn+1)
])
.
Proof: Let pu = Eu/Mα, where α > 0. Then, (89)
becomes
RzfIP,n =
E

log2

1+ Eu(∑N
i=1
Eu
Mα
βi
(1+τ EuMα βi)(Ki+1)
+1
)
Mα−1
[
1
M
Gˆ
H
Gˆ
]
−1
nn



 .
(91)
By Lemma 4, we know that
1
M
Gˆ
H
Gˆ
a.s.−−→ Ψ, (92)
where Ψ is a diagonal matrix containing[
β1
K1+1
(K1+η1) , · · · , βnKn+1 (Kn+ηn) , · · · ,
βN
KN+1
(KN+ηN )
]
along its main diagonal. The inverse matrix of Ψ can be easily
obtained by calculating the reciprocals of its main diagonal.
As a consequence, using the fact ηn = ppβn/ (1 + ppβn), we
have
Mα−1
[
1
M
Gˆ
H
Gˆ
]
−1
nn
−
[
Knβn
Mα−1 (Kn + 1)
+
τppβ
2
n
Mα−1 (Kn + 1) (1 + ppβn)
]
−1
a.s.−−→ 0.
(93)
Due to α > 0, as M → ∞, the substitution of pp = τpu =
τEu/M
α into (93) yields
Mα−1
[
1
M
Gˆ
H
Gˆ
]
−1
nn
−
[
Knβn
Mα−1 (Kn + 1)
+
τEuβ
2
n
M2α−1 (Kn + 1)
]
−1
a.s.−−→ 0, (94)
and we can also easily get∑N
i=1
Eu
Mα
βi(
1 + τ Eu
Mα
βi
)
(Ki + 1)
+ 1→ 1, as M →∞. (95)
The desired result is obtained by substituting (94) and (95)
into (91).
From Theorem 7, it is worth pointing out that with imperfect
CSI and increasing M , the deterministic equivalent for the
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uplink rate of ZF receivers becomes the same as that of MRC
receivers in (72), which agrees with the conclusion in the case
of perfect CSI. Therefore, we can easily obtain the conclusion
that with no degradation in the nth user’s rate performance,
using ZF receivers with imperfect CSI for a fixed Eu, when
Kn = 0, we can at most scale down the transmit power of
each user to 1/
√
M and the achievable uplink rates becomes
RzfIP,n → log2
(
1 + τE2uβ
2
n
)
, as M →∞. (96)
On the other hand, with a non-zero Kn, the transmit power
of each user can be at most scaled down to pu = Eu/M and
we have
RzfIP,n → log2
(
1 +
KnEuβn
Kn + 1
)
, as M →∞. (97)
It is also important to point out that for both perfect and
imperfect CSI, the exact limit of the uplink rate of ZF receivers
equals that of MRC receivers, which is consistent with the
conclusion given in [12]. The following theorem presents a
closed-form approximation for the achievable uplink rate using
ZF receivers with imperfect CSI.
Theorem 8: Using ZF receivers with imperfect CSI from
MMSE estimation, the achievable uplink rate of the nth user
can be approximated by
RzfIP,n≈R˜zfIP,n=log2

1+ puβn (M −N)(∑N
i=1
puβi
(1+ppβi)(Ki+1)
+1
)[
Σ˜
−1
]
nn

 ,
(98)
where
Σ˜ , Λ+
1
M
[
Ω(Ω+ IN )
−1
]1/2
H¯
H
H¯
[
Ω(Ω+ IN )
−1
]1/2
, (99)
and Λ is a diagonal matrix consisting of[
η1
K1+1
, · · · , ηnKn+1 , · · · ,
ηN
KN+1
]
.
Proof: Applying Jensen’s inequality in (89), we get
RzfIP,n ≥
log2

1 + pu(∑N
i=1
puβi
(1+ppβi)(Ki+1)
+ 1
)
E
[
Gˆ
H
Gˆ
]
−1
nn

. (100)
The proof then follows the same procedure as in Theorem
4.
Corollary 9: If for any n and i, Kn = Ki → ∞, the
approximation in (98) converges to
R˜zfIP,n → log2

1 + puβn (M −N)[
1
M
H¯
H
H¯
]
−1
nn

 . (101)
Note that the fixed value in this case is the same as the
limit in Corollary 4 given by (61), which shows that for both
MRC and ZF receivers, as the Ricean K-factor grows without
bound, the approximations of the uplink rate will tend to the
same fixed value regardless of the CSI quality.
Corollary 10: If pu = Eu/
√
M for a fixed Eu, when M
grows without bound, the limit of (98) will exist only when
Kn = 0 and (98) becomes
R˜zfIP,n → log2
(
1 + τE2uβ
2
n
)
, as M →∞. (102)
If pu = Eu/M for a fixed Eu, when M grows without bound,
(98) will converge to a non-zero constant value only when
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Fig. 1. Uplink sum rate per cell versus the number of BS antennas, with
N = 10 users and transmit power pu = 10dB.
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Fig. 2. Uplink sum rate per cell versus the number of BS antennas, with
N = 10 users and scaled-down power pu = Eu/M , where Eu = 20dB.
Kn 6= 0 and (98) becomes
R˜zfIP,n → log2
(
1 +
KnEuβn
Kn + 1
)
, as M →∞. (103)
Proof: From the proof of Corollary 5, we know that
when M is large, 1M H¯
H
H¯ becomes asymptotically an identity
matrix. With the fact that∑N
i=1
puβi
(1 + ppβi) (Ki + 1)
+ 1→ 1, as M →∞, (104)
the result then follows by some basic algebraic manipulations.
It is interesting to note from Corollary 10 that for both
perfect and imperfect CSI, as M grows large, the exact limit
equals the approximating expression regardless of the type of
the receiver.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
For our simulations, we consider a cell with a radius
of 1000m and N users distributed randomly and uniformly
over the cell, with the exclusion of a central disk of radius
rh = 100m. For convenience, we assume that every user
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users, number of BS antennas M = 100 and transmit power pu = 10dB.
has the same Ricean K-factor, denoted by K . The large-
scale channel fading is modelled using βn = zn/(rn/rh)v,
where zn is a log-normal random variable with standard
deviation σ, v is the path loss exponent, and rn is the distance
between the nth user and the BS. We have assumed that
σ = 8dB and v = 3.8. Also, the transmitted data are
modulated using orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM). The parameters were chosen according to the LTE
standard: an OFDM symbol interval of Ts = 500/7 ≈ 71.4µs,
a subcarrier spacing of ∆f = 15kHz, a useful symbol duration
Tu = 1/∆f ≈ 66.7µs. We choose the channel coherence time
to be Tc = 1ms. As a result, the coherence time of the channel
becomes T = TcTs
Tu
Ts−Tu
= 196 symbols.
In Fig. 1, the simulated uplink sum rates per cell of MRC
and ZF receivers in (31), (47), (71) and (89) are compared
with their corresponding analytical approximations in (40),
(52), (82) and (98), respectively. Results are presented for two
different scenarios – perfect CSI and imperfect CSI. In this
example, the number of users N is assumed to be 10 with
the transmit power pu = 10dB. For each receiver, results are
shown for different values of the Ricean K-factor, which are
0(−∞dB), 3dB, 6dB, 10dB, respectively. Clearly, in all cases,
we see a precise agreement between the simulation results and
our analytical results. For MRC receivers, as K increases, the
sum rate grows obviously for both perfect and imperfect CSI.
For ZF receivers, the sum rate has a noticeable growth only
with imperfect CSI. We also find that both rates grow without
bound, when no power normalization is being performed.
Fig. 2 investigates the power-scaling law when the transmit
power of each user is scaled down by 1/M . In the simulations,
we choose Eu = 20dB and K has two different values,
0(−∞dB) and 6dB. With pu = Eu/M and when M → ∞,
results show that the analytic approximations are the same as
the exact results. In the case of perfect CSI, the sum rates of
MRC and ZF receivers approach the same value, independent
of the Ricean K-factor, as predicted in Section III-A. For
imperfect CSI, the sum rates of MRC and ZF receivers always
tend to the same value as M becomes large, which depends
on K . Note that when K = 0, the sum rates do not have a
monotonic behavior. This is because when M is small, pu has
not been cut down so much. Therefore, the improvement of
the sum rate caused by the increased M is greater than the
loss of the sum rate caused by the reduced pu. However, as
M gets larger, pu is cut down more aggressively. For the case
K = 0 with imperfect CSI, the decay of the sum rate brought
by the reduced pu exceeds the growth of the sum rate brought
by the increased M . Hence, the sum-rate curve will first rise
and then drop as increasing M . In all other cases, with large
M , there is a balance between the increase and decrease of the
sum rate brought by the increased M and scaling-down pu,
respectively. Therefore, these curves eventually saturate with
an increased M . Note that all these observations agree with
(81) and (97) and the curves for the case K = 0 are consistent
with the simulation results given by [12, Fig. 2].
In Fig. 3, we consider the same setting as in Fig. 2, but
the transmit power for each user is scaled down by a factor
of 1/
√
M . For convenience, we only show the results in the
case with imperfect CSI. As can be seen, the sum rates of both
MRC and ZF receivers converge to deterministic constants
when K = 0 but increase with M when K 6= 0, which
implies that the transmit power pu can be cut down more,
just as predicted in Section III-B. Compared with Fig. 2,
we see that ZF performs much better than MRC. This is
because ZF performs inherently better than MRC at high
signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the transmit power here is
only scaled down as 1/
√
M , which makes the SNR relatively
high. Again, all these observations are consistent with the
conclusions in Section III-B. Interestingly, the convergence
speed of the curves corresponding to the case K = 0 is rather
slow (approximately √M times slower than that in the case
considered in Fig. 2).
To conclude this section, we study how the uplink sum rate
varies with the Ricean K-factor in Fig. 4. Due to the tightness
between the simulated values and the approximations, here
we only use the approximations in (40), (52), (82) and (98)
for analysis. The parameters were assumed to be N = 10,
pu = 10dB, and M = 100. In all cases, as expected, the
sum rates approximate the fixed value as K → ∞. The two
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black dots represent the values obtained by (44) and (61),
respectively. The two black stars correspond to the values of
the black dots multiplied by a coefficient (T − τ) /T for the
calculation of the sum rate with imperfect CSI, as defined in
(23). It is observed that every dot is indistinguishable from the
curve limit, which not only means that our analytical results
are accurate, but also that for both MRC and ZF receivers,
the sum rates will tend to the same value as K increases
for both CSI cases. We also find that the sum rates rise
as increases with K , except for the case of ZF with perfect
CSI. This is because the performance of ZF receivers can
be severely limited if the channel matrix is ill-conditioned
[35, 36]. For the case of ZF receivers with perfect CSI, we
experience no inter-user interference and no estimation-error.
When K grows, the channel matrix becomes identical to H¯,
whose singular values have a large spread. Then, the condition
number10 of H¯ attains very high values, which implies that is
ill-conditioned. However, for the case of ZF with imperfect
CSI, the main limiting factor is the estimation error. When
K grows large, channel estimation becomes far more robust,
since quantities that were random before become deterministic.
The same holds true for both cases of MRC receivers, where
a higher Ricean K-factor reduces the effects of inter-user
interference.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper worked out the achievable uplink rate of massive
MIMO systems over Ricean fading channels with arbitrary-
rank mean. We deduced new, tractable expressions for the
uplink rate in the large-antenna limit along with exact ap-
proximations. Our analysis incorporated both ZF and MRC
receivers and the cases of both perfect and imperfect CSI.
These results were used to pursue a detailed analysis of the
power-scaling law and of how the uplink rates change with
the Ricean K-factor. We observed that with no degradation
in the rate performance, the transmit power of each user can
be at most cut down by a factor of 1/M , except for the case
of Rayleigh fading channels with imperfect CSI where the
transmit power can only be scaled down up to a factor of
1/
√
M . With scaling power and the same CSI quality, it was
also shown that the uplink rates of MRC and ZF receivers
will tend to the same constant value. Finally, with increasing
Ricean K-factor and the same receiver, the uplink rates for
perfect and imperfect CSI will also converge to the same fixed
value.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
We know that
E
{
log2
(
1 +
X
Y
)}
= E {log2 (X + Y )}−E {log2 (Y )} . (105)
With the Jensen’s inequality, we can get the following bounds:
log2

 1
E
{
1
X+Y
}

 ≤ E {log2 (X + Y )} ≤ log2 (E {X + Y }) ,
(106)
10Note that we are working with the 2-norm condition number, which is
the ratio of the smallest to the largest singular value.
and
log2
(
1
E
{
1
Y
}
)
≤ E {log2 (Y )} ≤ log2 (E {Y }) . (107)
Combing (106) and (107), a lower and upper bound on (105)
can be obtained as follows
log2

 1
E
{
1
X+Y
}

−log2 (E {Y }) ≤ E {log2 (X+Y)}−E {log2(Y)}
≤ log2 (E {X + Y })− log2
(
1
E
{
1
Y
}
)
. (108)
Utilizing E
{
1
X+Y
}
≥ 1
E{X+Y } and E
{
1
Y
} ≥ 1
E{Y } and
combining them with the left and right hand side of (108),
respectively, we get that
log2

 1
E
{
1
X+Y
}

−log2 (E {Y }) ≤ log2 (E{X+Y})−log2 (E {Y })
≤ log2 (E {X + Y })− log2
(
1
E
{
1
Y
}
)
. (109)
The above equation can be further written as
log2

 1
E
{
1
X+Y
}

− log2 (E {Y }) ≤ log2
(
1 +
E {X}
E {Y }
)
≤ log2 (E {X + Y })− log2
(
1
E
{
1
Y
}
)
. (110)
Comparing (108) and (110), we find that log2
(
1 + E{X}
E{Y }
)
is
a quantity that lies between the upper and lower bound of
E
{
log2
(
1 + XY
)}
. Therefore, it can be used as an approxi-
mation.
Moreover, we can quantify the offset between these two
bounds as
d = log2
(
E {X + Y }E
{
1
X + Y
}
E {Y }E
{
1
Y
})
. (111)
By applying a Taylor series expansion of 1Y around E {Y },
we get that
E {Y }E
{
1
Y
}
≈ E {Y }
× E
{
1
E{Y }−
1
E2{Y } (Y−E{Y })+
1
E3{Y } (Y−E{Y })
2
}
= 1 +
1
E2 {Y }Var {Y } (112)
The substitution of (112) into (111) yields
d ≈ log2
((
1 +
1
E2 {X + Y }Var {X + Y }
)
×
(
1 +
1
E2 {Y }Var {Y }
))
. (113)
Since both X and Y are nonnegative, as t1 and t2 grow
large, E {X + Y } and E {Y } will increase, and according to
the law of large numbers, X + Y and Y will approach their
means, that is, their variances will become small. Hence, the
offset d decreases with the increase of t1 and t2, that is, this
approximation will be more and more accurate as the number
of random variables of X and Y increase.
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2
According to the law of large numbers, we know that
1
M
hHn hi −
1
M
M∑
m=1
E
{
[H]
∗
mn [H]mi
} a.s.−−→ 0. (114)
The entries of H can be obtained from (4) and (5) described
in Section II-A. Hence,
[H]mn =
√
Kn
Kn + 1
e−j(m−1)pi sin(θn) +
√
1
Kn + 1
(smn + jtmn) ,
(115)
with smn and tmn representing the independent real and
imaginary parts of [Hw]mn, respectively, each with zero-mean
and variance of 1/2. After substituting (115) into (114) and
with the definition
e−j(m−1)pi sin(θn) = σmn, smn + jtmn = qmn, (116)
we have, as M →∞,
1
M
h
H
n hi − 1
M
√
(Kn + 1) (Ki + 1)
M∑
m=1
E
{√
KnKiσ
∗
mnσmi
+
√
Knσ
∗
mnqmi+
√
Kiσmiq
∗
mn + q
∗
mnqmi
}
a.s.−−→ 0.
(117)
If i = n, it can be easily obtained that 1M h
H
n hn → 1. If
i 6= n, the last three terms of (117) all become zero and the
only remaining term is
√
KnKi
M
√
(Kn + 1) (Ki + 1)
M∑
m=1
ej(m−1)pi[sin(θn)−sin(θi)]
(a)
=
√
KnKi
M
√
(Kn + 1) (Ki + 1)
φnie
j
(M−1)pi
2
[sin(θn)−sin(θi)], (118)
where φni is defined in (29) and (a) is obtained
by using [26, Eq. (14)]. Due to the fact that
sin
(
Mpi
2 [sin (θn)− sin (θi)]
)
ej
(M−1)pi
2 [sin(θn)−sin(θi)] is
bounded, we get as M →∞
sin
(
Mpi
2
[sin (θn)− sin (θi)]
)
M
ej
(M−1)pi
2
[sin(θn)−sin(θi)] → 0.
(119)
Hence, we arrive at the desired result in (25).
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 3
Using (117) in Appendix B, we first consider the case i = n
and we have
hHn hn =
M∑
m=1
{
Kn
Kn + 1
+
√
Kn
Kn + 1
σ∗mnqmn
+
√
Kn
Kn + 1
σmnq
∗
mn +
1
Kn + 1
(
s2mn + t
2
mn
)}
. (120)
Then, it is easily obtained that
E
{
hHn hn
}
=
M∑
m=1
(
Kn
Kn + 1
+
1
Kn + 1
)
= M. (121)
To evaluate the norm-square of a vector, we first should
extract its real and imaginary parts. Note that hHn hn has only
real parts. Hence, its norm-square can be obtained by squaring
(120) directly as (122) (at the top of the next page).
Applying E
{
(smn)
4
}
= E
{
(tmn)
4
}
= 3/4 in (122) and
removing all the terms with zero mean, we can get
E
{‖hn‖4} =
(
MKn
Kn + 1
)2
+
2MKn
(Kn + 1)
2+
M2 +M
(Kn + 1)
2+
2M2Kn
(Kn + 1)
2
=
2MKn +M
(Kn + 1)
2 +M
2. (123)
If i 6= n, from (117) we know that
hHn hi =
1√
(Kn + 1)(Ki + 1)
M∑
m=1
{√
KnKiσ
∗
mnσmi
+
√
Knσ
∗
mnqmi+
√
Kiσmiq
∗
mn + q
∗
mnqmi
}
. (124)
To obtain the norm-square of (124), both the real and imagi-
nary parts should be extracted. Recalling (118), we can rewrite
(124) as(
h
H
n hi
)
real
=
1√
(Kn + 1)(Ki + 1)
{
M∑
m=1
[√
Kn (smiρ
c
mn−tmiρsmn)
+
√
Ki (smnρ
c
mi − tmnρsmi) + (smnsmi + tmntmi)
]
+
√
KnKiφni cos
(
M − 1
2
pi [sin (θn)− sin (θi)]
)}
,
(125)(
h
H
n hi
)
imag
=
1√
(Kn + 1)(Ki + 1)
{
M∑
m=1
[√
Kn (tmiρ
c
mn+smiρ
s
mn)
− √Ki (smnρsmi + tmnρcmi) + (smntmi − tmnsmi)
]
+
√
KnKiφni sin
(
M − 1
2
pi [sin (θn)− sin (θi)]
)}
.
(126)
Then, with
E
{∣∣hHn hi∣∣2} = E{(hHn hi)2real + (hHn hi)2imag
}
, (127)
substituting (125) and (126) into (127) and removing the terms
with zero expectation, we get the final result as
E
{∣∣hHn hi∣∣2} = KnKiφ2ni +M (Kn +Ki) +M(Kn + 1) (Ki + 1) . (128)
As we have obtained all expectations used in Lemma 3, we
now conclude the proof.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF LEMMA 4
Following the similar procedure as in the proof of Lemma
2, we start by giving the entries of the channel matrix. The
imperfect CSI model has been described in (12) of Section
II-B2, which yields[
Gˆ
]
mn
=
√
Kn
Kn + 1
[
G¯
]
mn
+
√
1
Kn + 1
[
Gˆw
]
mn
. (129)
The first term which does not need to be estimated is the same
as in the case with perfect CSI. For Gˆw, we use the MMSE
estimation to get it and the details of the method have been
introduced in Section II-B2. Therefore, we have[
Gˆ
]
mn
=
√
Kn
Kn + 1
√
βnσmn
+
√
1
Kn + 1
ηn
[√
βnqmn +
1√
pp
(swmn + jtwmn)
]
(130)
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‖hn‖4 =
∣∣∣hHn hn∣∣∣2 = 4Kn
(Kn + 1)
2
[
M∑
m=1
(smnρ
c
mn − tmnρsmn)
]2
+
1
(Kn + 1)
2
[
M∑
m=1
(
s2mn + t
2
mn
)]2
+
2MKn
(Kn + 1)
2
M∑
m=1
(
s2mn + t
2
mn
)
+
4MKn
√
Kn
(Kn + 1)
2
M∑
m=1
(smnρ
c
mn − tmnρsmn) + 4
√
Kn
(Kn + 1)
2
M∑
m1=1
M∑
m2=1
(sm1nρ
c
m1n − tm1nρsm1n)
(
s2m2n + t
2
m2n
)
+
(
MKn
Kn + 1
)2
.
(122)
where σmn, smn and tmn have all been defined in (116) of
Appendix C, swmn and twmn represent the independent real
and imaginary part of [W]mn with zero-mean and variance
1/2, and ηn is defined in (68). By the law of large numbers,
it can be got that
1
M
gˆHn gˆn −
1
M
M∑
m=1
E
{[
Gˆ
]∗
mn
[
Gˆ
]
mn
}
a.s.−−→ 0. (131)
With (131) and the definition
swmn + jtwmn = qwmn, (132)
we can obtain (133) (at the top of the next page), as M →∞,
Evaluating the expectation of all terms in (133) and removing
the terms with zero expectation, (133) can be simplified as
1
M
gˆHn gˆn−
1
M
M∑
m=1
[
Kn
Kn + 1
βn +
1
Kn + 1
η2n
(
βn +
1
pp
)]
a.s.−−→ 0,
(134)
which yields that
1
M
gˆHn gˆn
a.s.−−→ βn
Kn + 1
(Kn + ηn) . (135)
Now consider gˆHn gˆi. Following the same operations as in
(133), with
1
M
gˆHn gˆi −
1
M
M∑
m=1
E
{[
Gˆ
]∗
mn
[
Gˆ
]
mi
}
a.s.−−→ 0 (136)
we find (137) (at the top of the next page). Since the entries
of H and W are all i.i.d. zero-mean with unit-variance, many
terms in (137) have zero expectation. The only remaining term
is the element of the channel mean matrix. Hence, (137) can
be written as
1
M
gˆHn gˆi−
1
M
M∑
m=1
√
KnKi√
(Kn + 1)(Ki + 1)
√
βnβiσ
∗
mnσmi
a.s.−−→ 0, (138)
which can be simplified as
1
M
gˆHn gˆi−√
βnβi
√
KnKiφni
M
√
(Kn + 1)(Ki + 1)
e
M−1
2 pi[sin(θn)−sin(θi)]
a.s.−−→ 0. (139)
According to (119), we know that, as M →∞
φni
M
e
M−1
2 pi[sin(θn)−sin(θi)] → 0. (140)
As a consequence, (139) can be further simplified as
1
M
gˆHn gˆi
a.s.−−→ 0. (141)
APPENDIX E
PROOF OF LEMMA 5
The expectation of gˆHn gˆn can be easily obtained by (134)
in Appendix D. Hence, we have
E
{
gˆ
H
n gˆn
}
=
Mβn
Kn + 1
(Kn + ηn) . (142)
Following the same procedure as in the proof of Lemma 3,
we can obtain the remaining three norm-square expectations.
First consider the case i = n. According to (133), we have
(143) (at the top of the next page). After expanding the above
equation and removing all the terms with zero expectation, the
remaining terms are written as (144) (at the top of the next
page).
For the case i 6= n, we use the same method as in the proof
of Lemma 3. With (137), it is noted that the inner product
gˆHn gˆi has non-zero real and imaginary parts. The result then
follows trivially by some algebraic manipulations.
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1
M
gˆ
H
n gˆn −
1
M
M∑
m=1
E
{
Kn
Kn + 1
βn +
√
Kn
Kn + 1
√
βnηnσ
∗
mn
(√
βnqmn +
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pp
qwmn
)
+
1
Kn + 1
√
η2nβn√
pp
(q∗mnqwmn + qmnqw
∗
mn)
+
√
Kn
Kn + 1
√
βnηnσmn
(√
βnq
∗
mn +
1√
pp
qw∗mn
)
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1
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η2n
[
βn
(
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2
mn
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pp
(
sw2mn + tw
2
mn
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1
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n gˆi −
1
M
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E
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KnKi
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βnβiσ
∗
mnσmn +
√
Kn
√
βnηiσ
∗
mn
(√
βiqmi +
1√
pp
qwmi
)
+
√
Ki
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βiηnσmi
(√
βnq
∗
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1√
pp
qw∗mn
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∗
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∗
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∗
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∗
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E
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= E
{
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m=1
Kn
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βn +
√
Kn
Kn + 1
√
βnηnσ
∗
mn
[√
βnqmn +
1√
pp
qwmn
]
+
1
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η2n (q
∗
mnqwmn + qmnqw
∗
mn)
+
√
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√
βnηnσmn
[√
βnq
∗
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1√
pp
qw∗mn
]
+
1
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η2n
[
βn
(
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